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Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements
This presentation contains “forward-looking statements,” as deﬁned in Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. Forward-looking statements may be in the future tense, and often include words such as “anticipate”,
“expect”, “project”, “believe”, “plan”, “estimate”, “intend”, “will” and “may”. These statements are based on current expectations, but are subject to certain
risks and uncertainties, many of which are diﬃcult to predict and are beyond the control of Remark Holdings. Relevant risks and uncertainties include those
referenced in Remark Holdings’ ﬁlings with the SEC, and include but are not limited to: its losses and need to raise capital; its ability to procure content and
monetize audiences; recent and future changes in technology, services and standards; a disruption or failure of its or its vendors’ network and information
systems or other technology relied on by Remark Holdings; changes in consumer behavior, including changes in spending behavior and changes in when,
where and how content is consumed; the popularity of its products and services; changes in its plans, initiatives and strategies, and consumer acceptance
thereof; competitive pressures, including as a result of user fragmentation and changes in technology; changes in advertising market conditions or
advertising expenditures due to, among other things, economic conditions, changes in consumer behavior, pressure from public interest groups,
changes in laws and regulations and other societal or political developments; piracy and Remark Holdings’ ability to exploit and protect its
intellectual property rights in and to its content and other products; restrictions on intellectual property under agreements with third parties;
challenges inherent in developing an online business; reliance on key personnel; risks of business in foreign countries, notably China, including obtaining
regulatory approvals and adjusting to changing political and economic policies; governmental laws and regulations, including unclear and changing laws
and regulations related to the Internet sector in foreign countries, especially China; general industry conditions and competition; and general economic
conditions, such as advertising rate, interest rate and currency exchange rate ﬂuctuations. These risks and uncertainties could cause the company’s actual
results to differ materially from those expressed in or implied by the forward-looking statements, and therefore should be carefully considered. Remark
Holdings assumes no obligation to update any forward-looking statements as a result of new information or future events or developments, except
as required by law.
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Our Company
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“One AI, Total Integration”
Diversiﬁed Global Technology Company
with portfolio of Digital Media
Properties and Proprietary Leading
Artiﬁcial Intelligence and Data
Analytics Solutions for the Health
Security, Retail, Workplace / Public
Safety, and Smart Community Markets.
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Total Addressable Market
in North America for AI
technology will be
approximately $664
Billion by 2030. The exact
size for AI in Asia Paciﬁc
is uncertain. However,
Asia Paciﬁc is expected to
be the fastest growing AI
market during the forecast
period.
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COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE
COMPETITION

US

Multiple interfaces, change
demanding, diﬃcult to
integrate, and limited or
subject to other third party
providers.

One-stop-shop providing
comprehensive suite of AI
empowered, integratable,
scalable solutions with
proprietary and award-winning
technology.
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AWARDS
2021: Top 5 at FRVT by NIST

2020: 3 ×TOP 1 at ECCV

Among 189 tested systems and 249 entrants
for the 1:1 veriﬁcation wearing masks

Long-term tracking; short-term real-time
tracking; color and depth tracking

2019: Top 1 & 2 at ICCV
Multi Object (Human) Visual tracking;
Real-time Video Structured (People,
Objects, Cars) Competition

* CVPR- Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition
ECCV- European Conference on Computer Vision
ICCV- International Conference on Computer Vision
FRVT- Face Recognition Vendor Test
NIST- National Institute of Standard and Technology

2019: Top 2 at CVPR
Unsupervised Multi-Target
Recognition Davis Challenge
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Patents

39 AI-related software copyrights,
46 AI-related patents (2 international patents);
17 AI patent certiﬁcates have been obtained.

Other Achievements

International
competitions
Won two single project championships
consecutively in the three top conferences in
the ﬁeld of computer vision in the world.

Paper publications
Published more than 10 AI-related papers at top
academic conferences, Computational Vision
Pattern Recognition Conference (CVPR),
International Conference on Computational Vision
(ICCV) and International Atomic Energy Agency
Technical Meeting (IAEA Technical Meeting).
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Growth Plan ‘22 - ‘23
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Once-a-generation
market opportunity
President Biden’s $1.85 trillion Build Back Better
Act, combined with the $1.2 trillion
Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act will
invest roughly $3 trillion on upgrading and
expanding the nation’s physical infrastructure
systems, and fund social programs focused on
public safety, community care, education,
healthcare and the environment.
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Market Opportunity
In 2023, there will soon be an estimated 100
million security cameras in the United States
most of which are non-AI powered and require
vigilant human surveillance.
Security is on every citizen’s mind as rampant crime detracts
from the quality of life expected in big cities around the United
State. Theft and assault are a daily occurrence in any form of
public gathering.
Public safety and security is a prime component of the once in a
generation Infrastructure bill as the government actively supports
the transition from image only security cameras to the smart AI
powered cameras enabled by Remark.

100 M
Surveillance camera installations
are expected to grow from 80
million in 2018 to about 100
million cameras in 2023, in the
United States.
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The Challenge
$66K
estimated
yearly salary plus
beneﬁts
per security
employee

Three personnel
are required to
monitor security
video feeds 24
hours each day

$200K
estimated annual cost
for one 24/7 shift per
customer to monitor
“dumb” cameras
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The Solution
Remark AI is introducing a software based license security
products/service based on our AI-powered Smart Safety
Platform (the “SSP”) that fully integrates with existing
security cameras.
Our business model for all projects using the SSP is centered upon charging
customers a monthly streaming fee of $100 per month per video stream. In
addition, we charge a monthly platform support fee of $1,000 per month for
every 50 streams supported. We also sell an AI server to support every 50 video
streams which retails for $24K as well as security cameras that retail between
$1,500 to $5,000 depending on the range and depth coverage as well as the
number of lenses included.

Remark AI’s SSP can allow potential customers to monitor their
security camera’s video feeds for an estimated $25K to $50K cost
per year for a basic 10 camera installation, saving customers 75%
from the $200K cost per 24/7 shift.

Sample 100 stream purchase
Software streaming license
recurring revenue

$120,000

Platform streaming support
license

$24,000

One time server purchase

$48,000

Total deal size

$192,000

Total recurring
yearly revenue

$144,000
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Platform Safety and Security Features
Fare Avoidance

Outdoor Unattended
Object Detection

Indoor Unattended
Object Detection

Crowd Detection
People Counting

Violence
Alert

Loitering/Vandalism
Alert

Falling Down
Detection

Fire and Smoke
Detection

Violent Behavior and
Track Intrusion

Graﬃti
Detection

Object
Identiﬁcation
with Drone

Crowd Flow Tracking
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Proven Credibility with
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Partnership and Integrations
Hanwha
Cameras
Previously announced
Technology Partnership now
also includes a Channel
Reseller Partnership. We are
working to incorporate a lite
version of our AI technology
into their cameras to replace
their current AI technology
which is more basic. In
addition we will be working
with their customers with the
full power of our AI Powered
Smart Safety Platform (SSP).

Leading VMS
provider with
strong presence in
public sectors
including schools,
airports casinos,
transportation
hubs. Sample
clients include
Fremont Project,
Barclays, LA
Metro, NY Metro

Market leader in
VMS with over
12% market
share. Sample
clients include
Hyatt, LV Metro
Police, LAPD, city
of Las Vegas LSU,
Mass Gen
Hospital

Partner in the UK,
we are bidding
with them on
projects involving
airports,
transportation
infrastructure, as
well as pollution
and littering
violations in city
municipalities.

Large cost
competitive
camera supplier
we are working
on integrating
with and
providing our AI
solutions

Camera partner introduced
by a prospective customer of
ours in government
infrastructure
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CASE STUDY in U.S.- Barclays Center
Challenge

Approach

•
•
•
•

Track ingress and egress from key entrances
Identify potential threats around arena boundary
Perimeter security
Reduce operation cost

• Site Plan with optimal camera selection and
placement
• Integrated Video Analytics on Genetec platform
• Key Features
• People counting
• Violent behavior detection
• Unattended baggage alerts

Results

•
•
•
•

Track ingress and egress from key entrances
Identify potential threats around arena boundary
Perimeter security
Reduce operation cost
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CASE STUDY in U.K.- Fly-Tipping
The illegal disposal of household, industrial, commercial or other “controlled” waste.

£12.8 Million

1.13 Million

£392 Million/Year

Spent by English
Councils to clean up
36,200 largs tips in
2019.

Incidents during the
pandemic from ‘20 to
‘21, up 16% from the
previous year.

Cost to the National
Government.

Remark Vision solution saves communities over £15 million annually.
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Management Team
Robert Gatchell
Executive Senior VP
of Operations
As the Chief Safety and Security Ofﬁcer, Robert Gatchell led Brightline’s
system-wide initiatives to ensure employee, guest, station, and facility
safety and security, oversaw the development and implementation of the
crisis management plan, and worked closely with all government and ﬁrst
responder entities in furtherance of the organization’s safety and security
objectives. In 2016, he became the ﬁrst Brightline employee to oversee
and run the safety and security mission for Brightline. As a result, he
developed, created, and drove the vision of all safety and security matters,
including emergency preparedness. Utilizing emerging technology, he also
designed and implemented the only passenger and bag security operation
in the U.S. that screens every person
and bag before boarding the system while at Brightline.
Mr. Gatchell brings more than 20 years of experience in law enforcement
and security, most of that time working in specialized roles focused on
homeland security, safety, and emergency management. Before joining
Brightline in August of 2016, Mr. Gatchell was in law enforcement as a
sergeant for the New Jersey Transit Police Department, and served for
eight years as the Emergency Management Coordinator for NJ TRANSIT,
the third largest public transportation agency in the United States.

In that role, he was responsible for the overall preparedness for the
agency in the areas of homeland security, safety initiatives, response,
recovery, mitigation, and emergency planning and operations. While at NJ
TRANSIT, Mr. Gatchell served in supporting roles for the State of New
Jersey, including as Co-Chairperson of the Emergency Support Function
#1 (Transportation), as Vice Chairperson of the NJ Weapons of Mass
Destruction Advisory Committee, and as a member of the Domestic
Security Preparedness Planning Committee.
Mr. Gatchell was appointed in April 2019 to serve on the newly-created
Surface Transportation Security Advisory Committee (STSAC). The STSAC
advises the TSA Administrator and provides recommendations on surface
transportation security matters, including developing, reﬁning, and
implementing policies, programs, initiatives, rulemakings, and security
directives. Most recently, he was appointed Co-Chairperson of the
Emergency Management and Resiliency Subcommittee under the STSAC.
He attended Massachusetts College of Pharmacy and Allied Health
Sciences and several leadership and homeland security programs.
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Management Team
Kensrick Serig
Chief Innovation
Ofﬁcer
Ken Serig has held several leadership roles in
the technology and venue speciﬁc technology
arenas. He has nearly 32 years of experience
in the planning, development, delivery, and
monitoring of technical solutions that
address the needs of his customers in support
of their missions, implementing and
integrating key installations for customers
while bringing on the latest innovations.
Lately, he has focused on the drone space and
automation, implementing solutions where
drone coverage can be implemented with AI
functionality to provide a wider security
perimeter.

DeMeakey Williams
Chief Revenue Ofﬁcer
DeMeakey Williams brings more than 20 years
of experience in commercial revenue generation
and executive leadership in the security and
defense industries in both domestic and
international markets. He has successfully led
teams and efforts to expand Global Market
presence within critical infrastructure; private &
government sector markets for international
technology companies such as Smiths
Detection & VMI Security, world leader
manufacturers in sensor detection, X-ray
technologies, and innovators of advanced threat
detection solutions designed to safeguard
society (civil and military), infrastructure, and
facilities from chemical, biological, radiological,
nuclear materials (CBRNE), explosives,
and contraband.

Kirk Hooten
Las Vegas Security Consulting /
Sales Manager
As a retired 20 year leader of Las Vegas
Metro Police and having worked as
Security Head for local ﬁrms such as the
Siegel Group, Kirk brings many years of
valuable experience in the Las Vegas
markets, where many of his former
colleagues are currently working as
security chiefs at the various casinos,
gaming, stadium, and government
organizations that Remark is looking to
work with.
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Remark Holdings as a voting member of the TSA

source: www.tsa.gov

TSA announces the
establishment of the Surface
Transportation Security
Advisory Committee
(“STSAC”), composed of voting
members representing surface
transportation providers and
users. Remark Holdings serves
as one of the 36 voting
members appointed by
administrator Pekoske.
22

03
Challenges vs. Solutions
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Case Study- Bank of China, Banking
Space
Large ﬂow of people
but ineﬃcient use of
space

Marketing
Lack of precision
marketing & idling
advertising
functions

Customer
Limited customer
service
experiences with
low participation

Efficacy
No data-driven analytics
on sales conversion &
other metrics for
decision-making

CHALLENGES
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Case Study- Bank of China, Banking
SOLUTIONS
Intelligently
Monitoring

Proactive
Multidimensional

User interaction
models to optimized
customer
engagement.

An ecosystem of
banking functions
meeting multiple
demands.

Precision
Marketing

Quantified
Feedback

Customer-centric
proﬁling for a
personalized
experience.

Operational indicators
to increase decision
eﬃcacy.
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TAM: Banking Retail
$ 22 billion
over an 11-year period

220,000 Numbers of Stores in China
$100,000 Budget/ Store

* TAM: Total Addressable Market in China
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CASE STUDY- Smart Community
CHALLENGE

RESULTS

Repetitive, high-maintenance,
manual labor subject to
human error and ambiguous
responsibility. Safety system
often lagged behind with
diﬃculty to manage access,
visitors, and personnel.

Safe- Reduce human supervision errors.
Convenient- Seamless experience saving
time and energy.

Comfortable- People-oriented user
experience.

SOLUTION

Eﬃcient-Simple process and easy operations,
completely paperless.

Seamless facial recognition, matching and
registering; remote control of community facilities;
fully integrated IoT with Daily Life.
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TAM: Smart Community
$ 70 billion
over a 5 year period

$14 Billion Annual upgrade opportunity
160,000 + Number of Communities
$87,000+ Budget/ Year/ Community
* TAM: Total Addressable Market in China
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ESG
Remark’s Smart Campus system is currently servicing more than
600,000 families and aiding elementary school efforts along with
reduction of CO₂ for safe and sustainable future.
According to United States’ Environmental Protection Agency
(“EPA”) calculations, the 4.48 kilowatt.hour of electricity saved per
day per classroom by KANKAN AI’s Smart Campus System, is
equivalent to eight miles driven by an average vehicle, or a savings
of 0.357 gallons of gasoline consumed.
With the latest update of 500 schools totaling 30,000 classrooms,
there would be an annual reduction of 18.4K tons of CO₂ (a
greenhouse gas) emission and 554.4 tons of SO₂ (a toxic gas)
emissions.
Environmentally-conscious production plans are under discussion
with ﬁve major cement factors in China.
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Our Clients and Partners
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Financials and Comparables
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Units: USD

Stock Information

CUSIP
Share Type
Ticker
Industry
Fiscal year end
Share Price
Market Cap
52-Week High
52-Week Low
Exchange
Average Volume

75954W107
Common Stock
MARK
Technology, Software,
& Internet Content
December End
0.39
40.7 MM
6.70
0.33
NASDAQ
1,820,144
Source: Nasdaq.com
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Financial Highlights
58%

2021

Revenue Increase YOY

Unit: USD Millions
Source: 10-K 2021 (ﬁscal year ended December 31)

2020

Revenue

Gross Profit

$16.0 MM vs. $10.1 MM

$4.5 MM vs. $3.7 MM

Operating Loss

EPS

-$13.9 MM vs. -$14.2 MM

$0.27 vs. -$0.16
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$11MM of Revenue Generated in 2022
$1 Billion Valuation
$345 Million Total Capital Raised
$235 MM Series C

Private Market Comparables

Previously Series A and B raised $110
Million

60.9x
2022 Market Cap to
Revenue Multiple
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Public Industry Valuation Comparables
Company Name

C3.AI Inc.

Snowﬂake

DataDog

CrowdStrike

Zscalar

Sentinal One

Atlassian

Gitlab

Zoom Info

AI

SNOW

DDOG

CRWD

ZS

S

TEAM

GTLB

ZI

Price 9/12/22

$15.41

$195.21

$104.39

$195.10

$193.60

$29.33

$264.79

$61.67

$45.66

Shares O/S

107.15

318.08

315.02

232.07

141.86

278.9

254.22

147.7

403.39

Market Cap

$1,651.18

$62,092.40

$32,884.94

$45,276.86

$27,464.10

$8,180.14

$67,314.91

$9,114.57

$18,418.79

Revenue (2023 Estimates)

$306.00

$2,000.00

$2,066.90

$2,205.08

$1,500.00

$406.90

$3,558.50

$403.50

$1,400.00

Revenue (Multiple)
Average Multiple (18.44x)

5.40x

31.05x

15.19x

20.53x

18.31x

20.10x

18.92x

22.59x

13.16x

AI

Analytics

Analytics

Cyber
Security

Cyber
Security

Cyber
Security

Collab work

DEVOPS

Analytics

Ticker
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PREDICTED GROWTH
Launching of SSP, along with Smart
Sentry units, targeting the massive safety
and security market.

Maintaining Industry Leadership
with our current partners and expand
industry-wide.

Pipeline with providing identify graph
for iGaming, AIS for aviation, safety
management for EV battery and other
manufacturing and construction projects.

Metaverse

create proprietary content
from leading inﬂuencers, entertainers and
artists, building a non-fungible token,
otherwise known as the NFT.
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Thank you!
For any questions:
Fay Tian
VP Investor Relations

f.tian@remarkholdings.com
(+1) 626.623.2000
(+86) 13702108000
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ALTERNATIVE RESOURCES
Websites
●
●
●
●
●

Remark Holdings: www.remarkholdings.com
Remark Vision: http://www.remarkvision.com
KanKan AI: https://www.kankanai.com.cn
Bikini.com: https://www.bikini.com
Remark Entertainment: https://www.remark-entertainment.cn

Press Releases
●

https://www.prnewswire.com/news/remark-holdings%2C-inc./

ESG Efforts
●

https://www.remarkholdings.com/sustainability/
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RECENT MEDIA COVERAGES
EU
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

https://siecledigital.fr/2022/02/15/la-revolution-de-la-reconnaissance-faciale-est-en-marche/
https://www.entreprendre.fr/intelligence-artiﬁcielle-peu-de-craintes-pour-le-marche-de-lemploi/
https://www.rudebaguette.com/2022/03/intelligence-artiﬁcielle-passages-niveau/
https://www.forbes.fr/business/la-vision-par-ordinateur-progresse-a-vue-doeil/
https://www.frenchweb.fr/ia-comment-la-vision-par-ordinateur-elargit-elle-les-cas-dusages-industriels/433240
https://www.europeanscientist.com/fr/recherche/intelligence-artiﬁcielle-revolution-medicale/
https://www.european-views.com/2022/04/europe-should-bet-on-rail-innovations-to-get-passenger-levels-back-on-track/
https://www.euractiv.com/section/digital/opinion/time-for-europe-to-get-serious-on-artiﬁcial-intelligence/

UK
●

https://minutehack.com/news/ai-can-ease-path-towards-post-pandemic-normality

US
●
●

https://nationalinterest.org/blog/techland-when-great-power-competition-meets-digital-world/united-states-has-f
allen-behind-china
https://knowtechie.com/artiﬁcial-intelligence-on-track-to-transform-transportation-industry/
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